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INTRODUCTION

This report describes a publicly available dataset of harmonic analyses of all Beethoven string quartets together with a new annotation scheme. The quantitative study of large datasets is gaining increasing importance in musicology, reflecting a global trend toward empirical corpus studies and big data methods in the sciences as well as the (digital) humanities. Several initiatives and publications exemplify these new developments (e.g., Mauch et al., 2007; Rohrmeier and Cross, 2008; Temperley, 2009; De Clercq and Temperley, 2011; Schubert and Cumming, 2015; Klauk and Zalkow, 2016; White and Quinn, 2016). Ever increasing digital music resources are available online in the form of large collections of audio recordings,1 scanned scores,2 or MIDI files.3 Furthermore, musicologists have produced collections of symbolic and audio music repositories, e.g., the Essen Folksong collection (Schaffrath, 1995), the score collection in Humdrum/KERN format4 (Huron, 1997; Sapp, 2014), and the corpora of audio resources of Non-Western classical music traditions gathered by the CompMusic project5 (Serra, 2014). However, raw audio or symbolic musical information is often insufficient to investigate more abstract structural properties of musical styles, such as harmony, counterpoint, or form. Sufficiently sophisticated and statistically fully reliable automated Music Information Retrieval (MIR) methods for structural inference are not yet available.

Despite the availability of raw audio material and the recent research initiatives mentioned above, digital musicology still lacks large labeled corpora combining score and harmonic annotations. These corpora are necessary as ground truth data for the minute investigation of structural dimensions of music such as harmony. As we elaborate below, our research addresses this gap by providing a large dataset of expert-generated harmonic labels in the stylistically coherent corpus of Ludwig van Beethoven’s string quartets, the Annotated Beethoven Corpus (ABC). This corpus will be useful for the research purposes of empirical and digital musicology, such as deepening the understanding of musical syntax, voice-leading schemata, form, and style, as well as for the development and evaluation of computational models of harmony and musical structure in general.

1Accessible via streaming services such as Spotify (http://www.spotify.com).
2E.g., International Music Score Library Project (http://www.imslp.org); Project Gutenberg (http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:The_Sheet_Music_Project).
3Classical Archives (http://www.classicalarchives.com/midi.html).
4http://www.musiccog.ohio-state.edu/Humdrum/; http://www.verovio.org/humdrum.xhtml
5http://compmusic.upf.edu/corpora
METHODS

Dataset
The dataset presented here consists of expert harmonic analyses of all Beethoven string quartets\(^6\), encoded in a human-and-machine-readable format (MuseScore XML\(^7\)). It includes common music theoretical harmonic features such as key, chordal root, chord inversion, chord extensions, suspensions, and others (see Annotation Standard). The dataset is licensed under Creative Commons License (v4.0, BY-NC-SA) and is hosted with version control in a GitHub repository.\(^8\) It is freely available for non-commercial academic, creative, or other uses.

Corpus Selection
The present corpus was selected for several reasons. One was the major importance and influence of the composer in general as well as his inventiveness in the domain of harmony (Damschroder, 2016). Beethoven's string quartets in particular exercised a strong influence on the subsequent development of the genre history (Hefling, 2003; Jones, 2003). They cover a period of ca. 25 years (1800–1826), comprising the composer’s middle and late creative phases, and hence both the high Classical and the early Romantic eras, which enables not only the study of the tonal system as such but also of stylistic change.

Data Format
In order to use a graphical user interface to enter the annotation symbols, we chose the open source software MuseScore. In its generic format,\(^9\) this software allows for a detailed description of musical data which can be parsed automatically and displayed visually for human score-readers. This allows for simultaneously viewing and listening to the music while entering labels. At the same time, it is not necessary for annotators to possess detailed technical knowledge of the XML standard. Since the Music Encoding Initiative (MEI) scheme (Hancock et al., 2011) permits chord symbols to be any string, our chord annotation standard could potentially be integrated in this framework.

Expert Annotations
The XML files were split equally between two of the authors (MN and FM) who entered the annotations with MuseScore and mutually cross-checked their annotations. Each chord symbol in the corpus conforms to the annotation standard that was specified as a regular expression within the scope of this project (see next section). Typographical errors were identified by matching each chord symbol with the regular expression and subsequently corrected. The annotation process was based on elaborate guidelines detailing the annotation standard and addressing particular annotation challenges. The guidelines can be found in the same repository as the data. In the case of ambiguous harmonic events, the annotators opted in general for the more probable or plausible interpretation, although the annotation standard is capable of expressing multiple readings.

Annotation Standard
There are various conventions to annotate harmony (cf. Harte et al., 2005; Harte, 2010), including jazz lead sheet symbols (e.g., Dm, G\(^7\), Cmaj\(^7\)), Roman numerals (e.g., ii\(^6\), V\(^7\), V, I), and functional Riemannian notation (e.g., Tp, Sp, D\(^7\), T). Existing chord annotation systems in the literature range from notations containing only the 24 major and minor triads (Cruz-Alcázar et al., 2005; Unal et al., 2007) to more complex ones incorporating various chord forms and bass notes (Harte et al., 2005; Cambourpoulos et al., 2014). The standard proposed by Harte et al. (2005), for instance, models lead sheet symbols (such as D\(^b\)\(^7\#11\)) in absolute terms and thus does not incorporate information about key and modulation. It is therefore limited in its music theoretical applications.

Our proposed annotation format is based on standard Roman numeral notation, the internationally most common music theoretical notation system for harmonic analysis (e.g., Aldwell et al., 2011). We have refined and extended this notation, and formalized it as a regular expression (Wintner, 2010), incorporating not only the harmonic features key, scale degree, and figured bass, but also pedals (and harmonic motion over such a pedal), suspensions, and added notes. We offer a notation that is easily readable for humans and computers. At the same time, its applicability goes beyond classical music and extends well to many popular music genres.

The regular expression, shown in Figure 1A, defines the internal structure of valid chord symbols using the Perl-compatible regular expression syntax\(^10\) and operates on the following alphabets:

- **Key symbols:** {a, b, a#, b#, c, c#, d, d#, e, e#, f, f#, g, g#, ab, A, A#, Bb, B#, Cb, C, C#, Db, D, D#, Eb, E, E#, Fb, F, F#, Gb, G, G#}
- **Roman numerals (with possible alterations):** {bi, i, #i, bii, ii, #ii, biii, iii, #iii, biv, iv, #iv, bv, v, #v, bvi, vi, #vi, bviI, viI, #viI, bi, I, #I, bII, II, #II, bIII, III, #III, bIV, IV, #IV, bV, V, #V, bVI, VI, #VI, bVII, VII, #VII, Ger, It, Fr}
- **Chord forms:** {M, %, o, +}
- **Figured bass:** {6, 64, 7, 65, 43, 2}
- **Extensions and suspensions (possibly altered):** {2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13}
- **Special characters:** {., +, /, \}

Figure 1B illustrates how chord symbols are realized in a harmonic analysis by showing an excerpt from Beethoven’s string quartet op. 127.

The regular expression for each chord symbol consists of nine parts whereof the declaration of the root (the third part of a chord symbol) is the only required part. Chordal roots and pedal tones are denoted by Roman numerals relative to the key of the respective chord symbol. Since the chord symbols are entered in MuseScore into the chord line, symbols beginning with a key

---

\(^6\)Only the "Große Fuge" op. 133 was excluded because here contrapuntal principles largely prevail over harmony.

\(^7\)The entire set of string quartets is publicly available under the Project Gutenberg License (http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Gutenberg:The_Sheet_Music_Project).

\(^8\)https://github.com/DCMLab/ABC

\(^9\)https://musescore.org/en/handbook/file-formats

\(^10\)http://perldoc.perl.org/perlre.html
symbol or a flattened Roman numeral had to be preceded by a period (\."). Otherwise, MuseScore would interpret the character as the root of the chord.

In the first chord symbol of a piece, its first part (\<key\>) indicates the global key of the piece as a key symbol; it must be followed by a period (\.). For instance, when the piece is in F minor, the first chord symbol has to start with “f.”. In all other chord symbols, the first part of the regular expression can indicate a key change as a Roman numeral relative to the global key. For example, a modulation to the dominant key would be indicated by “V.”. Uppercase key symbols indicate major keys, whereas lowercase key symbols indicate minor keys. Each chord symbol is interpreted as belonging to the most recently specified key.

The second part of the chord symbol (\<pedal\>) can indicate the beginning of a pedal tone by specifying its scale degree relative to the present key followed by an opening square bracket (\[\). The third part of the chord symbol (\<root\>) is the only required part of any chord symbol; it denotes the root of the chord relative to the current key by a Roman numeral which can be preceded by an accidental (“b” or “#”). For instance, in a C-major context “b\III” denotes an E-flat major chord. Alternatively, the common symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIGURE 1</th>
<th>FIGURE 1 (A) Regular expression for chord symbols. (B) Example analysis from op. 127, first movement, mm. 40–48.</th>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Summary statistics of our dataset in comparison with other musical corpora.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td><strong>Style</strong></td>
<td><strong>Common practice</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pop</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key</strong></td>
<td><strong>Scale degree</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Scale degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chord form</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chord form</strong></td>
<td>Scale degree</td>
<td>Scale degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bass note</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bass note</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Chord form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td><strong>–</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bass note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td><strong>Suspensions</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td><strong>–</strong></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of items</td>
<td>46 examples</td>
<td>180 pieces</td>
<td>200 pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chord symbols</td>
<td>Ca. 920</td>
<td>Ca. 14,600</td>
<td>Ca. 18,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average chord symbols per item</td>
<td>Ca. 20</td>
<td>Ca. 80</td>
<td>Ca. 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average measures per item</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average notes per item</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Ger”, “It”, and “Fr” can substitute a Roman numeral, denoting a German, Italian, or French augmented sixth chord, respectively.

The chord form can be noted in the **fourth part** of the chord symbol (`chordform`). While uppercase and lowercase Roman numerals indicate major and minor triads, respectively, the characters “M”, “m”, “6”, and “+” denote major seventh, half-diminished, diminished and augmented chord forms, respectively (e.g., “ii6” refers to the diminished triad on scale degree ii).

The inversion of a chord can be inferred from the figured bass information in the **fifth part** of the chord symbol (`figbass`); if this information is omitted, the chord is interpreted to be in root position. To illustrate, “ii6” is a minor triad on the second scale degree in first inversion, and “V43” is a dominant-seventh chord in second inversion. In combination with the root and key information, the figured bass allows to infer the bass note.

Additional changes to the chord, such as suspensions or added tones, can be specified in the **sixth part** of the symbol (`changes`) in parentheses. For example, in the key of C major, the symbol “V(64)” denotes the set of pitch classes G C E with the root and bass note G (and the C and E suspending the third and fifth of a G-major triad); by contrast, the symbol “V64” denotes G B D with the root G and bass note D. Therefore “V(64)” equals “I64” in terms of the denoted pitch elements, but there is a functional difference that can be inferred from the scale-degree information. Moreover, one can differentiate between suspensions and added notes by preceding the latter with a “+”. An example of a chord with an added ninth is “I(+9)”, where the plus indicates that the ninth is not a suspension, but an added note.

Furthermore, the root of the chord can be annotated in reference to another scale step that is indicated after a slash (/) in the **seventh part** (`relativeroot`). This notation is especially convenient for denoting applied dominants. For instance, in the key of C major an E major triad followed by an A minor triad would be encoded as “V/vi vi”.

The penultimate part of the symbol (`pedalend`) can indicate the end of a pedal by a closing square bracket (`). All chord symbols in between the starting and ending brackets of a pedal are still interpreted in reference to the current key. For example, consider the sequence “C.V[V6 ii V] I” which consists of four chord symbols in the key of C major. The first symbol “V[V6]” indicates a G major triad in first inversion over the pedal tone G. The symbols “ii” and “V” are interpreted as D minor and G major triads, still over the pedal G; the closing bracket indicates the end of the pedal. Therefore, “I” is interpreted as a C major triad in root position without the pedal tone.

The final part of a chord symbol (`phraseend`) can additionally annotate the ending of a phrase at this chord by a double backslash (`\`). In ambiguous cases, two alternative interpretations can be annotated, separated by a hyphen (`-`). If an event cannot be interpreted in harmonic terms at all, the symbol “@none” can be chosen.

**SUMMARY STATISTICS**

The ABC contains expert harmonic annotations of all sixteen string quartets (70 movements) by Beethoven: quartets nos. 1–6 (op. 18), nos. 7–9 (op. 59), no. 10 (op. 74), no. 11 (op. 95), no. 12 (op. 127) (four movements each quartet), no. 13 (op. 130; six movements), no. 14 (op. 131; seven movements), no. 15 (op. 132; five movements), and no. 16 (op. 135; four movements). In total, the ABC consists of 15,806 measures (240,462 notes) of music, which were annotated with 27,962 chord labels (1,753 unique).

**Table 1** describes our dataset in comparison to other corpora of symbolic harmonic labels with respect to style, structural features, and size (number of items, measures, and chord symbols) in the first six rows. The last three rows give more detailed information about the distribution of chord symbols in our string quartet corpus.

**DATA USAGE AND APPLICATIONS**

The corpus is hosted at https://github.com/DCMLab/ABC. This repository contains all annotated XML files. To facilitate the usage of our dataset of harmonic labels, we additionally provide TSV files that contain the extracted annotations as dataframes. The column “chord” contains the chord label, whereas “altchord” contains alternative analyses (if provided by the annotator). The position of these labels in the dataset can be determined by the remaining columns “measure,” “beat,” “op,” “no,” and “mov,” describing the measure number, beat position, opus number, piece number, and movement, respectively. The time signature of the present measure is given in the “timesig” column.

The dataset presented here allows to examine a broad range of research issues. These include n-gram-based approaches to studying Beethoven’s harmonic and key choices, for instance by analyzing the chord alphabet as well as the frequency of chord transitions. This may be done either from a synchronic or a diachronic perspective, the latter focusing the evolution of harmonic choices over Beethoven’s middle and late periods (e.g., by comparing different subsets such as opp. 18 and 59 and the late quartets). Either perspective promises to give empirically grounded insights into the use of tonal harmony by a prominent composer. However, to date it is difficult to estimate the extent to which the harmonic choices in Beethoven’s quartets are peculiar for this repertoire or his entire oeuvre, or whether they reflect trends in the classical style or even in the common-practice tonal system as a whole.

To answer these questions in a scientifically reliable manner and to enable comparative studies, more corpora of harmonic labels need to be prepared using the standard proposed in this paper.
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